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ABSTRACT

New types of agreements that would transfer the risk of work to the contractor and be 

more reliable were needed for investments that require high costs in public and private parts 

of the construction sector. Turnkey construction agreements were created for this purpose.

In this type of agreement, all responsibility of the project is assumed by the contractor. 

caused by the project or construction. As a general principle, the contractor is responsible for 

any fault, deficiency and mistake included within the scope of the work. This broad 

responsibility assumed by the contractor makes turnkey construction agreements attractive for 

job owners. The intervention of job owners to design and implementation of the project is 

minimized in these agreements compared to other agreement types.

Turnkey service agreements that are a kind of turnkey service agreements may lead to 

some kind of conflicts. The method for the solution of the problems arising from turnkey 

agreements is mentioned and indicated in the agreement clearly within the context of public 

procurement law. If such an arrangement has been made in the agreement and state courts 

have been specified as the authorized body, the parties shall apply to state courts in 

accordance with the way and shape that they have agreed.

Nowadays, the solution of conflicts in state courts takes a lot of time and their 

implementations and applications on commercial life becomes difficult. Because projects are 

left hanging frequently and both cash and time loss show up. Moreover, some projects with 

the nature of confidential business information for both parties lose their edges due to long 

lawsuit process. For this reason, Alternative Dispute Resolution that is widely used in 

international commercial code is preferred for the solution of conflicts. Alternative Dispute 

Resolution differs from country to country and the parties should use some alternative 

solution methods substitute to state courts including negotiation, mediation, amicable 

solution, mini - trial, court - based mediation, non - binding arbitration or expert witness 

arbitrators.
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